As an alternative, you are also welcome to provide a statement which, at a minimum, should include name, whether you are representing a certain organization or company as part of your participation in this effort, areas of specific interest in relation to this effort, material relationship with other parties affected by ICANN and primary country of residence.

I am Carrie Devorah

I am a Content Creator.

I joined because of my concerns over ICANN, as an entity and as an American funded creation being rushed to leave America. ICANN is not the only root server/host (pardon my term) nor will ICANN be the last root server/host but it is one the US Government created utilizing American colleges, funded and then grew American corporations out of, some that are now multi billion dollar entities utilizing American data upon which to profit.

I do not have confidence in the accountability of ICANN, evident in little things like (i) 'selling' .net to individuals when that was reserved for 'networks' (ii) 'selling' country 'codes' to squatters who then attempt to sell country 'codes' back to countries (iii) failed in the oversight of trademark protection then forcing Trademark owners to (a) buy back their domains or (b) replace the trademark in a domain use

My opinions are of no secret.

Interested in seeing ICANN replaced

USA